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Open Questions

How can �rms be structured?

Who should make decisions in the �rm? The CEO? The employees?

What are bene�ts and disadvantages of centralized decision-making?
What are bene�ts and risks of decentralization?

What authority structures are more likely to lead to correct or incor-
rect decisions? What mistakes are made?
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The organization of an economy

Largest organization: the economy itself

Optimal organization of an economy one of most debated issues in
the 20th century

Centralized economies (largely run by the government) vs. decentral-
ized market-oriented economies

=⇒ Market-oriented economies more e�cient (economic growth,
jobs, prosperity, creativity and innovation)
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The invisible hand

©Wikipedia

�. . . he intends only his own gain,

and is . . . led by an invisible

hand to promote an end which

was no part of his intention . . .

By pursuing his own interest he

frequently promotes that of society

more e�ectually than when he

really intends to promote it.�

Adam Smith

The Wealth of Nations, 1776
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Why is a chaotic, undirected market of individual, sel�sh

decision makers more e�cient than a central planner?

Information

Information is needed to allocate resources e�ectively (How many
products are needed? Where? What is the value of these products to
consumers? What technology is needed for production? How many
inputs should be used to produce certain goods? etc.)
Markets make use of systematic type of knowledge =⇒ Prices

Incentives

Private property provides strong incentives for pro�tability
Central planning generates bureaucrats
Unpro�table businesses: resources sold (allocate di�erently)

Innovation

Incentives to invest and to create products/services that are pro�table
Decentralization makes use of ideas of many individuals
Ability to respond �exibly to local circumstances
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Bene�ts of central planning

Natural monopolies: created by economies of scale, average total
costs decline as the �rm gets larger

Public goods: will not be provided by pro�t-seeking �rms because
they are unable to charge enough, one reason is that consumption
can not be prevented

Externalities: costs or bene�ts to a third party that are not part of
transaction, prices send wrong signals

Technological spillovers: positive externality, �rms may copy ideas
of others, reduced incentives to invest in R&D

Standards: positive network externality, value of having more con-
sumers of a certain product
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Decision making in �rms: Centralization versus

decentralization

Who should make decisions in an organization?

Centralized decision making

high level in hierarchy, eg. CEO

Decentralized decision making

low level in hierarchy, eg. employees

Intermediate approach

middle level in hierarchy, eg. middle manager
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Bene�ts of centralized decision making

Di�erent units of �rm share common assets (also intangible assets,
such as brand name, corporate culture)

Central knowledge is important (information from di�erent units re-
sides at the top of the �rm, �big picture view� for strategic decisions)

Coordination is valuable (outputs from di�erent units must be com-
bined, di�erent units need to synchronize, strategic decisions are in-
volved)

Control to avoid downside risks (lower-level decision makers take
actions that a�ect other parts of the organization)
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Bene�ts of decentralized decision making

Depends on the whether there is valuable information at lower levels that
is costly to communicate. If there is, �rm should decentralize decisions to
make use of this knowledge.

FIGLRF. 5.1 
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Cost of Transferring Knowledge 

General Knowledge Specltic Knowledge 

• Low cost to communicate • High cost to communicate 

• More likely to centranze • More tikely to deoentralize 

'------ --

Costly to communicate: costly to transmit or costly to understand once
received (if receiving person does not understand the information, it has
not been communicated)
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Attributes of knowledge that make it more speci�c

Information that is perishable (quick action required, communication
takes time, eg. trader on stock exchange)

Information that is complex

Information that requires technical skills

Information that is unforseeable/idiosyncratic (frequent communica-
tion necessary, environment more dynamic and random)

Information that is subjective/experiential (di�cult to quantify and
describe)
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Further bene�ts of decentralization

Saves management time (less important and less coordination-dependent
decisions tend to get pushed farther down in the �rm, so that top
management can focus on important decisions)

Develops management skills (development of future managers, some
room to make decisions)

Intrinsic motivation (decision making as part of job enrichment, next
to assigning more tasks, may increase motivation of employees)

Creativity (intrinsic motivation, fewer limits on how employees per-
form duties, utilizes ideas and expertise)
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Wrong decisions

Organizational structure in�uences the likelihood that wrong deci-
sions are made

Two types of errors

Accept bad project (Type I error: false positives)
Reject good project (Type II error: false negatives)

Example: Should a new product line be produced?

Tasrn 5.1
PossrsI-s Typps or Connscr oR INconnrcr Decrslotts

Produces

Authority and Responsibfüty 127

Does not produce

Line is profitable
Line is unprofitable

Good decision
False positive error

False negative error
Good decision

If she produces lingerie and it turns out to be unprofitable, then she has
committed a fahe positiue error. False positive error is defined as accepting an
unprofitable project. If she chooses not to produce lingerie and the line would have
been profitable, then she has made a false negatizte efior. False negative error is
defined as rejecting a profitable project.

There is a tradeoff between false positive and false negative errors. If Gladys
adopts a very aggressive policy and accepts every new project that comes along,
she will never commit a false negative error. Because she always produces, she is
certain to make false positive errors whenever a project is unprofitable. The more
aggressive her posture, the higher the likelihood of a false positive error, and the
lower the likelihood of a false negative error.

Alternatively, she can adopt an extremely conservative posture, rejecting every
new project that comes along. Because she never produces a new line, she can
never find herself in the box where she produces, but shouldn't have. She never
commits a false positive error, but now some false negative errors are certain to
occur. Whenever a new product would have been profitable, she commits a false
negative error because she never accepts it. The more conservative her posture, the
lower the likelihood of a false positive error and the higher the likelihood of a false
negative error.

Figure 5.2 shows the tradeoff. On the horizontal axis is the probability of
making a false positive error-that is, going ahead with the project when it is
unprofitable. On the vertical axis is the probability of making a false negative
error-that is, rejecting the project when it is profitable. At point D all projects are
accepted, so the probability ofaccepting a project given that it is unprofitable is 1,

and bad projects are accepted with certainty. At point C all projects are rejected, so
the probability of rejecting a project given that it is profitable is 1 and good projects
are rejected with certainty. The tradeoff is shown by the solid line between C and
D. If some projects are accepted and some are rejected, then the firm ends up at an
interior point, like A. At A, some but not all good projects are rejected, and some
but not all bad projects are accepted.

How does the firm decide how aggressive it should be when accepting new
projects? If it is very cosdy to accept bad projects, the firm wants a more stringent
rule, which moves it toward C. If it is very cosdy to pass up a good project, then the
firm wants a more lenient rule, pushing it toward D.

The goal is to enhance the information set so as to allow for fewer errors of
each type. If decisions were better informed, then the tradeoffwould be along the
dotted curve rather than the solid one. Note that on the dotted curve, the firm can
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Tradeo� between two types of errors
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Authority structures and errors

By structuring authority relations in di�erent ways, di�erent kinds of
errors are more likely

Hierarchical structure

Decisions at lower levels have to be approved =⇒ Decision control
e.g. recommended projects are re-evaluated (veto right)
Errors: false positive ↓, false negative ↑

Flat structure

Employees have authority to decides whether a project is accepted or
rejected =⇒ Decision management
Errors: false positive ↑, false negative ↓

Second opinion structure

Combination: accepted and rejected projects are re-evaluated
Errors: in between
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Authority structures and errors: more formally . . .

Example: Willie and Glady's �rm

Authority structures

Hierarchical structure:

Willie evaluates projects, rejects some and recommends the rest to
Gladys. Gladys evaluates projects and implements some.
Flat structure:

Each evaluates some projects, those that are accepted by one are im-
plemented.
Second opinion structure:

Both evaluate all projects, if there is disagreement the �rm uses some
resolution procedure.

Parameters

Number of projects: N
Probability of correct decision at �rst evaluation: p > 0.5
Probability of correct decision at second evaluation: q > p
Resolution procedure acceptance rate: λ = 0.5 (λ < 1)
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Authority structures and errors: Willie and Glady's �rm
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If a project is evaluated a second time, the decision is more accurate. This is because
the project has already been vetted once; having a second person check the analysis
typically improves accuracy. Therefore, the probability that a correct decision is made if
a project is evaluated a second time = q > p; thus the probability that a mistake is made =
1 − q < 1 − p. Of course, this applies only to the hierarchy and the second-opinion
models.

Figures 5A.1–5A.3 show flow charts for a random new idea under each structure. In
Figure 5.3, the ½s note where a coin toss is necessary; half of those projects are accepted
and half rejected (more generally it would be a fraction 𝜆 accepted).

Table 5A.1 collects from these the probabilities of the four ultimate decisions (cor-
rect acceptances and rejections and errors of both types) and shows the results after some
algebra to simplify. In the top panel, probabilities are calculated for a single random idea.
In the bottom panel, the total number of ideas resulting per period is calculated for each
category by adjusting for the fact that a flat structure evaluates twice as many ideas per
period.

Table 5A.2 then summarizes these results in a more convenient form, ranking the
three structures against each other. The top panel ranks the likelihood of each outcome
for one new idea. The bottom panel ranks the total number of each outcome realized,
given the total number of ideas that each structure evaluates.

FIGURE 5A.1
HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE
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Authority structures and errors: Willie and Glady's �rm
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FIGURE 5A.2
FLAT STRUCTURE
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FIGURE 5A.3
SECOND-OPINION STRUCTURE
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Example: Authority structures and errors

Draw �ow charts and calculate the likelihood of false positive and false
negative errors in the hierarchy, the second opinion and the �at structure.
Assume that the probability of a right decision at �rst evaluation is
p = 0.6 and at second evaluation is q = 0.7. In the second opinion
structure, in the case of disagreement a fraction λ = 0.6 of projects is
accepted and implemented. Think about the value of λ. How will the error
probabilities change if λ is very low or very high?
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Authority structures and errors

Flat structures result in most accepted pro�table projects, but also
most wrong decisions (false negatives, false positives), decisions are
made more quickly

Second opinion structures are intermediate, compared to hierarchy:
good projects are given a second chance (fewer false negatives), but
also bad projects get a second chance (more false positives)

Hierarchical structures are the most conservative ones: smallest num-
ber of accepted projects
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Comparisons
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TABLE 5A.1
COMPARISONS OF AUTHORITY STRUCTURES

Flat Second Opinion Hierarchy

Rate for One New Idea
Accept Good Idea p ½(p + q) p q
False Negative 1 − p 1 − ½(p + q) 1 − pq
False Positive 1 − p 1 − ½(p + q) (1 − p)(1 − q)
Reject Bad Idea p ½(p + q) 1 − (1 − p)(1 − q)

Overall Throughput
Accept Good Ideas 2N p N½(p + q) Npq
False Negatives 2N(1 − p) N [1 − ½(p + q)] N(1 − pq)
False Positives 2N(1 − p) N [1 − ½(p + q)] N(1 − p)(1 − q)
Reject Bad Ideas 2N p N½(p + q) N[1 − (1 − p)(1 − q)]

TABLE 5A.2
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Most Middle Least

Rate for One New Idea
Accept Good Idea Second opinion > Flat > Hierarchy
False Negative Hierarchy > Flat > Second opinion
False Positive Flat > Second opinion > Hierarchy
Reject Bad Idea Hierarchy > Second opinion > Flat

Overall Throughput
Accept Good Ideas Flat > Second opinion > Hierarchy
False Negatives Flat > Hierarchy > Second opinion
False Positives Flat > Second opinion > Hierarchy
Reject Bad Ideas Flat > Hierarchy > Second opinion

The bottom panel shows that the flat structure means more mistakes overall than
the other structures, when we account for throughput. However, it also implements
more good ideas than the other two structures. Thus, flat structures result in more over-
all change, more successful new projects, and more failures. In addition, because ideas
are only evaluated once, they make decisions more quickly. Flat structures are the most
creative and turbulent of the three. Second-opinion structures are intermediate; good
ideas are given a second chance to be accepted compared to a hierarchy, but bad ideas
are given a second chance to be rejected, compared to a flat structure. Hierarchies are
the most conservative of the three structures.
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Optimal authority structure

Which structure should a �rm use?

Depends on payo�s associated with each outcome

Small upside, large downside

doing a good job results in small gains, making a mistake produces a
huge loss (e.g. airlines)

Large upside, small downside

doing a good job results in large gains, making a mistake produces a
small loss (e.g. young, small �rms)
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Authority structure depends on expected payo�s
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Minimize false positive errors =⇒ hierarchical structure
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Authority structure depends on expected payo�s

t32 a Decision Making

error and is willing to accept higher levels of false negative error. Think of the
"project" in this case as deciding whether to pgoceed before being sober, which
reduces the expected time to port. '(Waiting to sober up when proceeding would
not have resulted in an accident" would be a false negative error. "Proceeding while
intoxicated, resulting in a crash" would be a false positive error. Because a false
positive error is so cosdy, the firm should adopt a structure that minimizes that
risk-a relatively hierarchical decision making process. The captain should not,
and likely did not, have the authority to proceed before being completely sober.
Had he radioed in for approval, the company would likely have denied permission
to proceed, reducing the likelihood of disaster.

Large upsidc, small d.ownsid.e. Figure 5.6 has a payoff function with a big
upside and limited downside. This corresponds to many new firms. Most of the
time new firms fail, producing negative or only slighdy positive profit levels. Once
every so often the innovators hit it big, earning large profits. Which structure favors
the upside? A flat structure with very litde supervisory vero power minimizes the
amount of false negative error. The startup firm does notwant to be too cautious. It
has litde reputation or capital to lose, and much to gain. It is better to take chances.
Those that do not pan out can be abandoned without much harm to the firm, since
the firm has litde to lose in the first place.

Young firms often do give 
^ 

great deal of authority to individual workers.
It is sometimes argued that creative people do not do well in hierarchical firms.
Although true, the problem may not be that different types of people go to different
types of firms. It may have more to do with the decision rules used in a given
structure. Since hierarchical structures tend to err in the direction of minimizing
false positive error, tolerating the rejection of some good projecs, a hierarchical
firm does not encourage creativity. Flatter authority structures, which allow each

Frcunn 5.6
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Minimize false negative errors =⇒ �at structure
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Questions?
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